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MARKETS
NOTE: The Daily will take a short summer recess next week, from
July 29th to August 7th Monday, returning August 10th.
Three things…

This week’s FOMC policy meeting, and post meeting press conference is
already drawing attention, and not all of it positive. We have talked for
some time about the generally market-positive impacts from the Fed’s
monetary actions, as well as the fiscal stimulus efforts from Treasury and
Congress. There is little doubt that these measures have helped bridge
the US economy over the roughest patch we’ve seen in many years.
However, the Fed’s efforts—the whatever it takes approach to forestall
economic collapse—may have run its course and is now in danger of
permanently damaging the very systems it is trying to preserve. In the
past, we, and everyone else, have referred to risk-on, risk-off markets,
rising risk aversion, and growing risk appetites. Risk-off is most often
expressed in rising prices for gold, Yen, S, Franc, and mostly in US
Treasuries; we see opposite moves in risk-on markets, with rising
commodity and equities prices, as well as a broader rally in EM,
commodity and so-called carry trade currencies. Euro, Yen, Mexican
Peso are all up ¾% today. Gold prices are at new all-time highs, easily
outpacing the 2011 peak of $1,920 by more than 1%, while Crypto-
currencies are experiencing renewed life, with several putting in double-
and triple-tops, suggesting new highs to come. At the same time, we are
bouncing along close to all-time lows in US Treasury yields. We are
certainly seeing lower rates in LIBOR, and her coming alternatives like
SOFR, with many forecasting new record lows in USD LIBOR very soon.
There is simply too much cash chasing return. The market distortion
arising from far too much money chasing far too few real investment
alternatives is leading to ALL markets rising. The only “asset class” that is
really suffering right now are various US Dollar indices, any one of which
is poised to head sharply lower in the days and weeks ahead.
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A second wave of Coronavirus outbreaks is triggering new or renewed
lockdowns in several Asian and Pacific countries. China is seeing the
highest local transmission rates since early March, as is S. Korea.
Australia warned the short-term travel ban and lockdown in Melbourne
may be extended indefinitely, while Viet Nam locked down Danang,
evacuating some 80,000 tourists. Japan is ramping up mitigation efforts
like staggered shifts and is may soon reinstitute work at home orders that
at one point had more than 75% of workers telecommuting—that is now
down to 30%.
On the other hand, we did see a solid jump in US Durable Goods Orders
in June, which rose 7.3% (mkt +6.8%). Perhaps more importantly still, the
very important Cap-Ex proxy—Non-Defense Orders, excluding Aircraft—
increased 3.3% (mkt +1.6%), a sign that US firms are replacing and
rebuilding to be better prepared and more efficient when consumer
demand really starts to ramp up again.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is a lot lower at the start of the week with the DXY dollar index
down 0.718 to 93.71.  It is the lowest level for the index since June 14th,
2018.  Real rates and the dollar are trading lower while precious metals
are moving higher along with Treasuries and equities.  The lower dollar
trend seems firmly in place, although the move over the next day or two
will be important ahead of the FOMC on Wednesday.  Given that the Fed
is going to keep rates at zero for the next couple of years, the record fiscal
stimulus announced in the US in response to the outbreak, and more
expected as it drags on, could be a factor that drives structural dollar
weakness.  US China tensions in the past have led to dollar strength.  The
escalated tensions over the closing of the embassy in Houston and
Chengdu has seen the yuan sell off a bit against the dollar while the dollar
index declined much more sharply.  In the past the dollar benefited from
escalating US China tensions, that no longer appears to be the case.  If
the dominance of the dollar in international trade and capital markets is
reduced, then the dollar weakness may become extreme.  The euro is
trading at 1.1755 the first time above the 1.17 handle since Sept of 2018. 
Despite the recent rally, the strength is gathering momentum and comes
as Spain reports a surge of new infections.  The safe haven Japanese yen
is also trading sharply higher up 0.8% to 105.30.  It too seems capable of
strengthening against the dollar as it has been somewhat of a laggard. 
Emerging markets are trading better on the weaker dollar with the S.
African rand up more than a percent at 16.4850, Mexican Peso up 0.6% to
22.1300, and Brazilian real up 0.4% to 5.2100.  Senate Republicans are
expected to release details of their proposal today around 3.30 pm CST,
after a series of delays.  Back and forth negotiations will drive headlines
for much of this week and markets will be watching today for how
Democratic negotiators react to the initial proposal.  Expectations are for a
final 1.5 Tln USD package to be negotiated with $1 Tln USD of it to be
released in 2020.  However, it looks like it will drag on through early
August, meaning the extra 600 USD will lapse at least temporarily,
although the final bill is expected to restore lost benefits.  More
complicated options like setting the total benefit to 70% of wages will likely
further delay payouts.  Regarding the virus, Texas Arizona are showing
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progress, but cases are rising elsewhere, resulting in confirmed cases
coming in slightly lower in the US.  In Europe virus control measures are
being tested, especially in Spain, as the UK confirms new quarantine
requirements on travelers returning from Spain.  The yield on the 10 yr
Treasury fell to 0.577, Gold is up $30 to $1934 and oil is trading higher at
$41.66.  The Norwegian Krone is up 0.7% against the dollar to trade at
9.0940, while the Russian ruble was unable to benefit, down slightly at
71.70.

The Brazilian real is opening the week stronger against the dollar.  The
Brazilian real has benefited a lot, along with other emerging markets from
the slide in the dollar.  For Brazil there are still a number of fundamental
issues that could dampen any further strength below the 5.000 handle. 
The pandemic remains with the level of infections slowing but still very
high.  At the same time corona aid packages have severely strained the
budget situation and the gov’t predicts the primary deficit will rise to 826.6
bln this year, approximately 12% of GDP.  The primary deficit is the
current year’s fiscal deficit minus interest paid on borrowings. 
Reassuringly the gov’t has said that it will return to a path of consolidation
after the pandemic, but that shouldn’t be easy.  There are several ideas
floating around on the revenue side, such as a transaction tax.  Brazil is
also looking to unify and simplify the tax code, which if it were to succeed
would be a positive.  The coming months will show whether this will be
so.  For the time being, the Brazilian real has room to move higher but
any turn in the dollar, especially a rising dollar on safe haven buying will
lead to a sharply weaker real.    
The Turkish lira is trading at 6.8520, little changed against the dollar. 
Against the euro the currency has fallen around 7% as Turkey’s central
bank and state3 banks have sold billions of USD to stabilize the US
exchange rate.  This in theory would work out well for Turkey as its
external debt is denominated in dollars and its main export market is in
Europe.  A weak currency also will make tourism more attractive if and
when that comes up again.

ECONOMICS
As we noted above, the US economic calendar is a full one. We will start
with the FOMC-shortened, but very rich Treasury auction calendar for this
week:

Monday- $105 Bln of 3- and 6-month T-bills; $48 Bln of 2-year and $49
Bln of 5-year notes.
Tuesday- $60 Bln in short-term cash management bills; $44 Bln of 7-year
notes, and $24 Bln of 2-year Floating rate notes.
The FOMC meeting starts Tuesday, with the usual press conference
Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 Central Time.

On the economic front, we also have a very full dance card:

Tuesday- Case Shiller Home Price Survey- mkt +4.1% for the full year
ended in May; July Consumer Confidence- mkt 94.5, down 2.5 points
Wednesday- June Pending Home Sales- mkt +16.2%, a “letdown” after
May’s +44.3% explosion.
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Thursday- Q2 GDP- mkt -35.0% annualized; Weekly Jobless Claims- mkt
1.51 Mln, up 94k
Friday- June Personal Income– mkt -0.8%; Personal Spending- mkt
+5.5%; University of Michigan July Consumer Confidence- mkt 72.8,
down from June’s 78.1
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